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Abstract— We present a method for classifying the quality of
near-contact grasps using spatial metrics that are recoverable
from sensor data. Current methods often rely on calculating
precise contact points, which are difficult to calculate in real life,
or on tactile sensors or image data, which may be unavailable
for some applications. Our method, in contrast, uses a mix
of spatial metrics that do not depend on the fingers being in
contact with the object, such as the object’s approximate size
and location. The grasp quality can be calculated before the
fingers actually contact the object, enabling near-grasp quality
prediction. Using a random forest classifier, the resulting system
is able to predict grasp quality with 96% accuracy using spatial
metrics based on the locations of the robot palm, fingers and
object. Furthermore, it can maintain an accuracy of 90% when
exposed to 10% noise across all its inputs.

I.

Fig. 1: Top left: Hand orientations: rotated, top down and
normal. Bottom left: Shapes: tall bottle, rounded bowl, rectangular bowl, hourglass, short bottle, vase, cylinder and box.
All shapes shown are medium sized. Right: The three sizes;
all shapes have three sizes with these relative proportions.

INTRODUCTION

Robotic grasping is challenging for several reasons. First,
it is difficult to understand, the physical interaction between
the hand and the object. Second, there are a large number
of potential grasp configurations, making grasp planning
challenging and requiring large amounts of data collection. A
wide variety of sensors attempt to remedy the first problem,
including cameras, tactile sensors and distance sensors. Other
works have built classifiers that can determine when a grasp
is successful based on contact information, images or tactile
sensor data [1]–[3]. This paper presents a grasp stability
classifier that uses limited sensing information, reducing
the potential cost and expanding its applicability to more
environments. This classifier is also usable before the hand
contacts the object (near-contact grasping), enabling grasp
testing before, potentially, knocking the object over. It can
also be used to ensure that a robot has a good grasp on an
object before moving with the object [3], to train a grasp
planner [4] or enable for regrasping [5].
Previous works that use contact-based grasp metrics have
accuracy close to 85% [1], [6]. More recent work using physical tactile sensors achieved accuracy up to 93% on a variety
of different objects, [3], [5]. Other methods instead rely on
computer vision, using images to generate 3d representations
of the objects and using these to classify grasps, resulting in
an accuracy of 77% [2]. Lastly, some approaches combine
tactile sensors with image data to plan grasps and evaluate
grasp quality [4]. These approaches are promising, but many
rely on the hand being in contact with the object to evaluate
grasp quality.
Our contribution is a grasp classifier that uses spatial
metrics that do not rely on contact points, is more resistant
to noise and subtle variation, and works even when the hand

is close, but not in contact with the object. We trained this
on a wide array of shapes and hand orientations, as shown in
Figure 1, to make it applicable to a large number of potential
grasps.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Previous works have demonstrated the usefulness of grasp
quality classifiers and numerous methods to determine grasp
quality. Grasp quality classifiers have been used for grasp
planning, re-grasping, and accident prevention. These can
be used to evaluate the necessary qualities of a good grasp
classifier. Common methods used in grasping are calculated
contacts, image-based analysis, 3D-shape analysis, and tactile sensors. We discuss each of these in turn.
A. Related Works: Grasp Classifier Uses
For grasp planning, Varley et al. [4] used contact forces
and image data to calculate two grasp energy terms. These
were used in conjunction with GraspIt! to plan grasps.
Mahler et al. developed Dex-Net 4.0 [7], an ambidextrous
grasp policy that used a depth camera to determine the
optimal location to grasp based on wrench resistance. More
accurate grasp classifiers can be used to further evaluate the
potential grasps selected by the grasp planner.
Grasp classifiers are also useful for re-grasping, as shown
by Chebotar et al. [5]. They used a grasp classifier to predict
the success or failure of both their initial grasp and their regrasp. This allowed them to determine the quality of their
grasp before testing it, and if needed, pick a different position
to re-grasp the object. In this use case it is important for the
grasp classifiers to produce a smoothly-changing metric in
order to support optimization search.

Lastly, grasp classifiers have been used to ensure a stable
grasp before moving, thus preventing accidents. Kwiatkowski
et al. used their grasp classifier to determine the quality of
a grasp before attempting to pick up objects [3].
In summary, an effective grasp classifier should be fast,
accurate and smooth. Next, we breakdown grasp classifiers
by the metrics that they take as input.
B. Related Works: Grasp Classifier Inputs
Traditionally, classifiers were built from a small number
of metrics calculated from finger and object contacts, forces
at those contacts, and poses [8]–[10]. Balasubramanian et al.
studied grasp metrics for their usefulness in [11], [12]. Later,
Goins evaluated 12 of these metrics and were able to achieve
a success rate of 88% on a set of 522 real world trials of nine
objects of varying shapes [1]. Kim et al. utilized metrics that
focused on the dynamics of the object and the uncertainty of
its position [13]. Numerous works have found efficient ways
to generate complex metrics from object shape and finger
position to be used in grasp classification or planning [14]–
[16]. Recent work developed metrics that worked relatively
similarly across different hands and shapes [17]. However,
almost all metric based approaches rely on the fingers being
in contact with the object. By contrast, we use distances
and relative orientations, which are more stable and are
applicable before the fingers come into contact.
Some newer approaches build a classifier based on images
of the hand and object [2]. This approach used RGBD
images to generate 3d representations of the object that they
were trying to grasp, then used these representations (in
simulation) to evaluate the grasps.Similarly, Mahler et al.,
generates point clouds from image data to evaluate grasp
quality and plan grasps, and similar approaches have been
used elsewhere [7], [18], [19].
Tactile sensors are a promising area [3]–[5], [20], [21] that
can also be used with image data to calculate grasp quality
and plan grasps. Currently, despite giving a large amount of
information about the interaction of the finger and the object,
tactile sensors are often expensive and more prone to failure
than simpler sensors such as time of flight [22]. However,
our approach would support using both time of flight and
tactile sensors.
The key difference in this work in relation to previous
work is the focus on near-contact grasping and developing
a fast and smooth classifier that could be utilized before the
hand contacts the object.
III. M ETHODS
For our grasp classifier, the overall approach was to begin
with a large set of possible metrics and then use simulationbased data analysis to bring this large set down to a smaller
set, reducing complexity and risks of over-fitting without
losing prediction accuracy. We then used a small set of realworld tests to validate the resulting metrics.
We began with a large set of metrics grouped by both type
and location on the hand (see Table I, Section III-A). We
then specified a larger set of possible grasps with different

Fig. 2: All locations are relative to a coordinate system
centered on the palm. The object position is the center of
the object. We place two range finders on each link and five
on the palm, shown as red dots in this image.

objects and hand poses (Section III-B), using a Mujoco based
simulation of a Kinova JACO 2 three-fingered gripper to
label the grasp’s success and determine which point in the
grasp sequence to use for calculating the metrics (Section IIIC). We used feature selection methods to determine which
groups of metrics were the most effective at predicting grasp
selection (Section III-D). We also tested the metric groups
with noise to simulate real-world behavior of the metrics
(Section III-E). Finally, we tested our best noise-trained
model on real world shapes (Section III-F).
A. Methods: Metrics
Our choice of metrics is motivated by three constraints.
First, it should be feasible to implement the sensors on
a real hand and/or calculate them with minimal reliance
on computer-vision. Second, the metrics should change
smoothly as the hand-object configuration changes. Third,
the metrics should characterize the shape of the space
between the hand and the object — not just the pose of the
object relative to the hand. This last constraint is motivated
by the fact that many grasps fail because of the fingers
contacting the object at different times, which de-stabilizes
the object before balancing contact forces can be applied.
The metrics are described in Table I and shown in Figure 2.
They are grouped by type and by their location on the hand
(palm, proximal, or distal link). Object location, size, and
pose are similar to existing metrics, except we define them
relative to the coordinate system of the palm. The range
finders and distance metrics measure the space between the
object and the hand; the rangefinder directly casts a ray to the
object (time-of-flight sensor), while the distance metric —
together with the object size — are a more indirect measure
of the time to contact. Altogether, we have 19 distinct feature
groups built from 76 total individual metric values.
Table I includes Location from Rangefinder and Object

TABLE I: Metric and Feature Group Description
Metric
Finger
Position
Object
Position
Hand
Position
Joint Angle
Object Size
Finger
Object
Distance
Object-Palm
Alignment
Rangefinder
Gravity
Vector

Feature Groups
• Proximal Link
• Distal Link

• Proximal Joint
• Distal Joint
• Proximal Link
• Distal Link

each shape, labeled as small, medium and large. The medium
and small shapes were scaled down 15% and 30% from the
large shape, respectively. In total we used 8 ∗ 3 = 24 shapes
with three primary hand positions, for a total of 72 unique
grasps, each of which were randomly tweaked with slight
changes to the hand position and orientation to generate
additional data points.

Description
X,Y,Z position of the center of
the link
X,Y,Z position of the center of
the object
X,Y,Z position of the hand
relative to its starting position
Angle of the joint
X,Y and Z dimensions
Distance to center of object from
center of finger link

• In-plane Angle
Angle of deviation of the object
• Out-of-plane Angle position measured from the Y
axis about the X and Z axes
• Palm
Ray-cast distance to object
• Proximal Link
• Distal Link
The direction of gravity

Location
from
Rangefinder
Object Ratio • Side
• Top

Approximate object position
from rangefinder metrics
Ratios of the size of the object to
the open space on the top and
side of the hand

Location from Rangefinder and Object Ratio are derived
from existing metrics.

Ratio as separate metrics, even though they are both derived
from other metrics. We did this to determine if the classifier
would be more accurate if it was trained on data with lower
dimensions rather than the raw data. The in-plane and outof-plane angles were found using the formulae below where
ObjX , ObjY and ObjZ are the X, Y, and Z position of the
object respectively.
In-plane = cos−1 (

[ObjX , ObjY , 0] ∗ [0, 1, 0]
)
|[ObjX , ObjY , 0]|

(1)

[0, ObjY , ObjZ ] ∗ [0, 1, 0]
)
|[0, ObjY , ObjZ ]|

(2)

Out-of-plane = cos−1 (

B. Methods: Object and Hand pose Test Set
We collected a data set utilizing a large variety of object
shapes, sizes and hand approach angles (Figure 1) to ensure
robustness. We initiated grasps from three different primary
starting configurations, which we label as normal, top-down
and rotated. We added noise both to the hand’s pose (adding
up to ±5 degrees tilt in all axes) and to the finger starting
angles. Finger joint noise was added by closing the fingers
at different speeds and randomly moving the fingers in or
out.
The objects used were a rectangular prism, cylinder, two
bowls (rectangular and rounded), two different bottles and
two vases with different cross sections (see Figure 1). The
bowls, bottles, and vases were chosen to be similar to the
shapes used in Goins [1] and Rubert [6] to make our results
comparable to theirs. In addition, we used 3 different sizes of

C. Methods: Data Collection
For each generated hand and object pose, we needed to
both label the grasp (successful or not) and produce metrics
for when the fingers were near the object (less than 5 cm
away), but not quite grasping. To do this, We pick an initial
hand-object pose, add noise to the orientation and object
position, then run a simulation where the hand first attempts
to grasp the object, then to lift it.
More specifically, we try to grasp each object/size pair
at 5000 randomly generated object positions and hand orientations. Across 9 shapes and 3 orientations, this resulted
in 135,000 total grasp attempts. To add noise to the finger
angles the fingers were set to close with random speeds 80%
of the time and move completely randomly (open or close)
the other 20% of the time. After 1 second of motion, the state
was saved and the hand would try to lift the object by moving
straight up. If the object reached a height of 20 cm above the
table, the grasp was labeled a success and the metrics from
before lifting were recorded. Using this approach we ended
up with 24% positive examples and 76% negative examples.
This is beneficial because it is better that a classifier be biased
towards bad grasps to prevent accidents caused by moving
before a firm grasp is established.
D. Methods: Feature Selection
We used backward elimination to remove the leastcontributing feature group until only one group remained. We
performed elimination on groups — rather than individual
metrics — both for efficiency and because all metrics in
one feature group would be collected by the same sensor.
We created 19 models with 1 different feature group omitted
from each model. The feature groups contained in the model
with the maximum Area Under the Curve (AUC) were used
as the starting point for the next iteration of model creation.
Figure 3 shows this process with n feature groups remaining.
Although we used Area Under the Curve (AUC) for the
backwards elimination criterion, we also tracked accuracy;
the results were similar. We tested the best-performing model
15 times in order to generate means and standard deviations.
We then applied forward selection, starting with the remaining feature group, to ensure re-addition of any necessary
features that may have been eliminated prematurely. This
was implemented using a similar procedure as backward
elimination. The last two remaining feature groups with
and without rangefinder were used to seed forward feature
selection. This was continued until there was less than a 1%
increase between additions.
Since rangefinder metrics are both the most numerous
and more difficult to implement in the real world than our

Fig. 3: Backwards elimination with n feature groups remaining. First, n models are created with 1 of the feature groups
omitted, then the models are evaluated based on their AUC.
The feature groups contained within the best performing
model are used for the next iteration.

other metrics, we performed a separate cycle of backward
elimination and forward selection on a set of feature groups
that did not include the rangefinder metrics.
For this and future sections, we used random forest classifiers (20 trees) in PyTorch [23]. We also attempted Neural
Networks, but found that they trained far slower for the
same performance. For this reason, we used random forest
classifiers for all our experiments.
The best performing set of metrics are referred to as the
reduced input space in the remainder of this paper.
E. Methods: Noise Generation
In order to model real world sensor errors and imperfect
input data, we performed two different tests with noise added
to the grasp metrics. In the first comparison we trained on a
model with noise steadily added to both the training and the
test sets. In the second comparison noise was only introduced
to the metrics of the test set.
The “noisy” metrics m0k , were calculated from the original
metric values mk using the Equation 3 below. vk is the
difference between the maximum and minimum range of
variation from metric k in the training set and p is the
magnitude of noise added:
m0k (p) = mk + rand(−0.5, 0.5)vk p

(3)

Percentage p was set to increments of 2.5%. Each value mk
was clamped in order to insure that the new values were
not outside of a realistic case (eg. Rangefinder values should
never be less than 0).
F. Methods: Real-world Evaluation
After testing and training in simulation, we evaluated
our results on a physical Kinova JACO 2 with a three
finger gripper. We attempted to grasp four shapes (Cube,
Cylinder, Vase, Hourglass) of two sizes (small and large)
for 10 different hand-object poses (normal orientation), then
recorded the metrics and the grasp success. This built a
database of 80 grasps (51 successful, 29 unsuccessful) to
validate our classifier’s performance.
Tests were performed by moving the hand to a position
near the object, closing the fingers, then lifting the hand and
moving it over a box on the edge of the table. If the object

Fig. 4: Real world test setup. The ArUco markers were used
to measure the finger, object and palm location and the box
was used to tell if grasps were successful or not.

was moved to the box, the grasp was considered to be a
success. This setup is shown in Figure 4
We used an overhead camera with ArUco markers [24]
placed on each of the fingers and the object to implement
the metrics. These markers gave us the position of the fingers,
object and hand, which were used to calculate the joint
angles, finger object distance and in/out-of-plane alignment.
The object size was added in based on the shape being tested,
but could easily be found from image data.
We chose to use an overhead camera to implement the
sensors because we did not want to modify the Kinova
gripper. However, these metrics could all be determined
via sensors that would not require an overhead camera.
The finger position and joint states could be collected from
sensors built into the hand, or by tracking the end-poses
of the fingers using inertial measurement units (IMUs). The
object position, object size and object-palm alignment could
be collected from a small hand-mounted camera, and the
remaining metrics from time of flight sensors.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we present results on which metrics and
feature groups were the most effective (Section IV-A) followed by a noise analysis. The noise analysis focuses on
the groups that were either highly effective or ineffective
(Section IV-B). Lastly, we discuss our results on real world
test data (Section IV-C).
In summary, with only three feature groups (12 metrics
total) we were able to achieve ≈ 96% accuracy with a
random forest classifier.
A. Results: Feature Selection
In Figure 5 we plot the best-performing model’s AUC and
accuracy at each iteration. None of the forward additions
increased model AUC or accuracy.
Rangefinders on the distal link were the last feature group
to remain from the full set, while finger object distance
distals were the last to remain when rangefinder metrics were
removed. This indicates that the most important information
is how far the fingertips are from the object, which is to

be expected since they are usually the part of the hand
that makes contact with the object. Table II summarizes the
accuracy for the last three groups in the process. For both
cases, object position and size were kept, along with distance
information on the distal ends of the fingers. The standard
deviation of the accuracy per iteration was negligible (maximum 0.145%). A confusion matrix for the random forest
trained on 21 metrics is given in Table III.

at the mean with error bars. The sets were chosen based
on their performance in the backwards elimination (kept
vs eliminated early). Broadly speaking, robustness to noise
was correlated with the number of metrics in the set. The
blue horizontal line marks the “always assume a bad grasp”
policy. Up to 25% noise introduction, all classifiers trained
with noise outperform this policy.
Notably, in the train without noise plot, all of the classifiers
that incorporated the rangefinder as a key grasp metric
suffered a 10% accuracy drop at only 5% untrained noise. We
hypothesize that the rangefinder data (which has 17 metrics)
was over-fitting the data.
C. Results: Physical Testing

Fig. 5: Figure 5 displays the AUC and accuracy as feature
groups are removed. The vertical line marks the performance
with only 3 feature groups (12 metrics total) from both sets of
experiments. Models with and without rangefinder achieved
96.7 ± .1% and 96.2 ± .1% accuracy respectively.
TABLE II: Accuracy and AUC of Random Forests Trained
on Reduced Feature Groups
Total Metrics

Features Groups

AUC

Accuracy

With Rangefinder

18

12
9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obj Pos
Rangefinder Distals
0.994±.0 96.9±.1%
Obj Size
Finger Obj Dist Distals
Obj Pos
Rangefinder Distals
0.992±.1 96.7±.1%
Obj Size
Obj Pos
0.987±.1 95.5±.1%
Rangefinder Distals
Without Rangefinder

21

12
9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obj Pos
Finger Obj Dist Distals
0.992±.0 96.3±.1%
Obj Size
Finger Pos Dist
Obj Pos
Finger Obj Dist Distals 0.991±.1 96.2±.1%
Obj Size
Obj Pos
0.982±.1 94.6±.1%
Finger Obj Dist Distals

TABLE III: Confusion Matrix for Testing on Simulation Data
Good Grasp Bad Grasp
Predicted Good 92.6 ± .4% 2.2 ± .1%
Predicted Bad 8.8 ± .3% 97.8 ± .1%

B. Results: Noise Generation
Figure 6 shows the results of the two noise tests for
selected sets of feature groups, each run ten times and plotted

We tested our results on the physical kinova with the
grasp classifier trained on the object position, finger object
distance distals, object size and finger position distals. On
the collected data, our simulation trained network had a
maximum accuracy of 76%. The accuracy of all tested
networks is given in Figure 7.
While this accuracy is lower than our simulation accuracy,
this is likely due to differences between simulation and
the real world. When we tested the same starting positions
in simulation, 40% had different outcomes.In addition, our
training set was 76% failed grasps, while the real world
data was 36% failed grasps. This likely preconditioned the
network to expect a failed grasp.
V. D ISCUSSION
There are potentially a wide variety of sensors that can
be used to understand the interaction between the hand
and the object. In particular, we are interested in sensors
that can operate in near-contact situations and with limited
data. Using simulation, we have evaluated these metrics
for predicting grasp successes with a variety of poses and
objects.
At around 96% accuracy on the objects we tested, the
results from backwards elimination (shown in Figure 5)
provides evidence that only 12 metrics are sufficient for grasp
classification. Compared to the performance of grasp classifiers with a similar number of metrics, our classifier achieves
higher accuracy without contact locations and contact forces
[1], [6]. Moreover, these metrics are feasible to implement
with time of flight sensors and simple image processing.
For the reduced input spaces, both with and without the
rangefinder data, 6 of the 12 metrics contain object size
and position, providing a general location of where it is in
space. The remaining 6 metrics — finger object distance
distals or rangefinder distals — provide a measurement of
how close the tips of the fingers are to the object in space.
Conceptually, this is the right minimal information needed
to evaluate grasps on the types of shapes we used.
Our experiments indicate that these 12 metrics are the
basis of grasp classification for the objects tested and the
other metrics provide redundant information. For example,
in-plane angle, out-of-plane angle, and object ratios can all
be approximated from a combination of the 12 metrics. From
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Fig. 6: Left: Testing and training with noise. Right: Just testing with noise. Legend policies ordered by feature groups and
length of grasp metrics. The blue horizontal line in each plot indicates the accuracy of an “assumed bad grasp” policy.

Fig. 7: Accuracy is highest when trained on mild noise

Table II, adding more than 12 metrics increases accuracy by
less than 1%. It is likely that they contain the vast majority
of the information for classifying a grasp and that adding
more metrics only accounts for noise.
When testing for noise, we also found that these metrics
(Object Position, Finger Object Distance Distals, Object
Size, and Finger Position Distals) are robust to noise, making
them good candidates for the transition from simulation to
real world grasping. Furthermore, there is evidence that the
increased size of the rangefinder metric groups may make
them susceptible to over-fitting.
From the real world tests, it is interesting that the best
performing network was trained on 7.5% noise. We suspect
that this is because the Aruco markers were not accurate,
and in general were off by about the same amount. This
indicates that training on noisy data is useful for real world
performance if the noise added in simulation matches the
noise present in the sensors.
Although simulation does not always accurately reflect
reality, our tests show that it is feasible to use simulation
to perform a “culling” of possible metrics to train an initial
classifier. Given the challenges and costs of physical implementation of sensors — and the costs of collecting real-world
training data — we believe this approach can be useful to
focus development on specific sensor types.

Note that our approach does not exclude using tactile
sensors in conjunction with the metrics outlined here. We
have chosen not to include them in our analysis for two
reasons. First, they are only active when the fingers are
actually in contact, and we are explicitly looking for effective
near-contact metrics. Second, the behavior of these sensors is
(currently) not well-modeled in existing physical simulators
because of the complex physical contact interactions.
Limitations: We have only evaluated this approach with a
single robot hand (Kinova arm). This is, in part, because we
wanted to validate our approach on a physical hand, and we
currently have limited access to robotic hardware. Although
this hand is emblematic of 3-fingered grippers, more testing
is needed to determine if these results will generalize to
other hands (and other objects). In particular, our objects
were mostly symmetric — asymmetric objects may require
more nuanced metrics.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We found that, in general, information about the relationship between the fingertips and the object is more important
than information about the relationship between the base
of the finger and the object. In addition, our noise testing
indicates that relatively simple metric based classifiers can
be made resilient to noise, and that this can improve its
performance on real world data.
Future work should focus on collecting additional, more
accurate real world test data and apply the methods here to
additional hands. Our classifier could also be used in grasp
planning by using it as a heuristic to pick actions. In addition,
this problem is an interesting avenue for transfer learning, as
it could be used to both improve the real world performance
and to broaden the applicability of the classifier to additional
hands.
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